
Robert Smith
Medical Records Secretary

Phone  (123) 456 78 99
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website : www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/qwikresume

Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY

To obtain a Medical Records Secretary position with a company that will utilize my skills in a 
professional business environment and where I can further my knowledge within the medical field.

SKILLS

Assessments, Counseling, Group Facilitation, Case Management, Computer.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Medical Records Secretary
ABC Corporation  2008 – 2010 
 Organized/Maintained all patient charts and medical records, and filed all in correct format.
 Scanned and converted all patient charts to EMR system for faster more accurate care.
 Dealt with a lot of Release of information for patient care, attorneys, and transfers.
 Picked up films at Via Health and Unity Hospitals for patient care.
 Printed the film and ED reports for urgent care at our office.
 Filed Hospital discharge reports.
 HIPPA trained and certified.

Medical Records Secretary
Delta Corporation  1999 – 2003 
 Scheduling day surgery charts, preparing birth certificates and transporting the, via internet 

to a main office in Austin.
 Answered phone, greeted customers, received mail and distributed to departments, 

maintained records filed records and copied charts for customers/.
 Admissions Clerk Admitted patients to the hospital, emergency room, and fast track care, 

entered data into system, worked with house charge and .
 Unit Secretary Greeted Patients and family members, answered phone and patient call lights, 

worked closely with all departments for patient care, .
 Processed daily patient admissions Assisted with payroll for over 100 Associates Tracked and 

charted orders received and acute care hospitalizations .
 Data Entry, Process Daily Activity Log for weekend nurses, Create patient medical charts 

known as 485 to present to doctors for signature, Input .
 Proofread nursing paperwork, Pass orders to processor for faxing, Create and file patient 

charts, Patient medical recertification, Check mail.

EDUCATION

High School Diploma
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